• Highlights from this Meeting:

- Discussed draft RFPs for:
  - Telemetry display definition exchange
  - Binary command and telemetry data transfers related to the GEMS specification and impact on a possible GEMS 2.0 RFP.

- Held in-person RTF’s for C2MS, GEMS, and CSRM

- Still missed the lemon bars somehow.
Deliverables from this Meeting:
– None

Future Deliverables (In-Process):
• Telemetry Display Page Exchange RFP
• Command & Control Message Specification (C2MS 1.1 RTF)
• XML Telemetric & Command Exchange (XTCE 1.3 RTF)
• XTCE US Government Satellite Conformance Profile (XUSP 1.1 RTF)

Votes
– Voted in Brad Kizzort (Peraton) and Justin Boss (Kratos RTLogic) as task force co-chairs (nomination by Eric Ogren (Kratos RT Logic), seconded by Gerry Simon (Braxton) and call for white ballot by Brad Kizzort (Peraton). No objections raised, representatives from 3 member companies attending in-person (quorate).

Agenda Items for the Next Meeting (Orlando):
– Telemetry Display Page Exchange draft RFP
– Ground Data Distribution Interface draft RFP